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Emerging Stronger Post COVID-19

There is no doubt that the retail industry is undergoing an unprecedented
transformation ignited by the global COVID-19 pandemic. Many retailers have been
abruptly forced to shut down operations for an undetermined amount of time, and
the likelihood of returning to 'how things were before' is next to none.
Retail as we know it has been forever altered and what may be a “new norm” is
emerging with it. As society struggles and adjusts to a new way of living, we must
look for ways to innovate and adapt to emerging new habits and changes in
customer behavior.

What can retailers do now to prepare for the re-opening of their brick and mortar
locations?
To help retailers better prepare for re-opening, ACCEO Smart Vendor has identified
and compiled key areas of consideration to ensure retail success through 2020 and
beyond.

1. Promoting and Adopting Healthy Habits
2. In-store Procedures & Modifications
3. Technology and Operations
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Promoting and
Adopting Healthy Habits
Adopting Healthy Habits for
employees and customers

There’s no question that employees will expect a safe and healthy work environment.
Having your store associates back on the job will come with a multitude of
responsibilities to ensure the security and well-being of your workforce.
The COVID-19 crisis has paid a toll on the mental health of many, and by
implementing clear and concise safety measures and processes, retailers will be
able to alleviate some of the anxiety, apprehension and uneasiness that some
employees may feel.

Consumers will also come with a magnitude of expectations and will have a
heightened sensitivity to the in-store shopping environment and experience. To make
customers feel comfortable and trusting, retailers must initiate and promote
healthy sanitary habits that are clear and evident throughout the store.
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Health and hygiene consideration checklist
Educate your store associates - a refresher on the basics, including proper handwashing techniques and
other in-store hygiene practices
Prepare a handbook or talking points for leaders to use that encourage employees to follow
recommended hygiene practices
Regularly encourage employees to practice hygiene recommendations by government agencies through
your communication channels
Post informative signage at time clocks, in break rooms and employee restrooms about the importance of
following healthy habits
Post proper handwashing techniques in employee restrooms and stations
Monitor and Support Employee Health;
Health & safety rules & playbook
Protocol, process and safety list for employee temperature checks
Encourage employees who feel sick to stay home
Consider revising paid time off options to support sick leave
Have a well-defined protocol for employees who may be ill or who have been exposed
Send employee messages regularly on proper protocols and expectations
Implement daily, hourly, or each uses in-store cleaning procedures to enhance your daily sanitation
practices, which include;
Cash terminals
Monitors
Hand-held devices
Credit card terminals
All services areas, service counters, and barriers
Door handles
Dressing rooms
Conveyor belts
Restrooms
Shelves and displays and any other surfaces
If applicable - Assign a dedicated employee to wipe down carts with sanitizer and paper towels in the
entrance during store hours
Assign extra staff to allow for frequent handwashing rotation for front-end employees
Clean and stock bathrooms more frequently
Instruct employees to wipe down equipment between every use
Consider a third-party cleaning company to assist with the increased cleaning demand as needed
Promote your hygiene initiates to customers with signage and instore announcements
Encourage Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Consider providing staff with protective gear – masks, gloves, eyeglasses
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In-store Procedures &
Modifications
Ensuring a safe work environment
for employees and customers

One of the most important steps touted in containing the spread of the virus has
been to follow social distancing guidelines, which require people to stay a minimum
of two metres/ six feet apart from one another.

With the many government guidelines and newly formed mandatory procedures for
safety and health, there is no doubt that this will have a profound effect on the
store design and functional aspects of daily store operations.

Taking into

consideration the well-being of your workforce, as well as your customers, should be
a top priority.

By taking the human factor into account, and by utilizing the current status of
behaviors and shopping trends, retailers can better position themselves for a smooth
and systematic transition.
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In-store procedures and modifications consideration
checklist
Review municipal regulations regarding store design and construction to facilitate required changes to
properties
Coordinate retail recovery guidelines and rules with all levels of government
Ensure department heads are up to date with new rules and requirements
Plan for a gradual re-opening of stores or all stores at once accordingly
Reduced store hours & shorter work weeks (Sunday closing)?
Monitor and support employee health
Protocol, process and safety list – temperature check
Encourage employees who feel sick to stay home
Consider revising paid time off options to
support sick leave
Have a well-defined protocol for employees who may be ill or who have been exposed to COVID-19
Prioritize the emotional and well-being of staff – offer stress management
Implement social distancing rules (inside/outside stores)
Occupancy limits
Place 6ft social distancing lines in the queue at the checkout
Plan for store traffic flow or one-way aisles
Place 6ft social distancing lines in the queue outside the store for entry
Modification of cash wrap – install special equipment such as plexiglass screens, shielded POS areas
Respace aisles and merchandise and displays (wider paths)
Incorporate hand sanitizing stations throughout the store
Implement daily, hourly, and each uses in-store cleaning procedures to enhance your daily sanitation
practices
Have a diagram of the store to determine where employees should always be located
Add signage for safety reminders outside and inside stores
Implement rules for change rooms and sitting areas
Consider switching out changeroom curtains for doors (easier to maintain cleanliness)
Rules for touching, trying, or sampling products?
Do we use bags – what kind of bags?
Offer exclusive hours for seniors (60+) and other higher-risk individuals
Ensure easy Access to Information
Protocols for employee rule breakers
Employees training on how to deal with emergency situations
How to deal with employee/customer showing symptoms
Protocol for customers who ignore social distancing rules and related measures
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Retail Technology and
Operations
Implementing technology that can
help drive sales and business
growth

This unprecedented pandemic is testing the retail industry in every part of the
world like never before. As the future of retail remains unpredictable, retailers must
nevertheless position themselves for the opportunities that lie ahead.

Relying on

and investing in technology that will help in the recovery and growth of the business
is imperative.
Early adopters of digital transformation have managed to continue their business
online. By implementing an omnichannel strategy early on, the transition to an
online-only business model has been easier to fair.

Moving forward, digital retailing is the key to ensuring a prosperous future and
maintaining a consistent physical, and digital shopping experience for consumers
will remain at the forefront.
With future in-store sales impossible to forecast, retailers can still implement
specific technology and operational processes that can help drive sales and
business growth.
While there is no specific right or wrong way of re-opening, retailers must go with
what feels right for their business and strategy all the while considering the new
government guidelines.
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Technology and operations Checklist
Technology Considerations
Update POS software and equipment
Payment Options – consider offering contactless payments
Consider Zero waste paperless transactions
Implement Mobile Capabilities
Line busting
Inventory Control
E-commerce integration – maintain a strong online presence and drive online purchases/in-store traffic
Offer Order Management and Omnichannel Fulfillment
BOPIS (Buy online pick-up instore)
Ship from store
Curbside pick-up
Drop-ship
Lockers
Incorporate Self-Checkout options
In-store Kiosks – digital catalogues
Use digital signage throughout the store
Install Traffic Control/Monitoring – traffic counters
Consider heat sensors
Evaluate cameras, security, and any new measures
Interactive dressing room
CRM –Virtual assistants
Workforce Management
Forecasting & Advanced Analytics
Business intelligence and reporting
Planning & Allocation
Pricing & Promotions Management
Product transparency and traceability (sustainable practices)

In-store Operations Considerations
Consider gradual opening in stages;
Stage 1 - Fulfillment of online orders through physical locations using store inventories
Stage 2 - Buy-online pick-up-in-store, including contactless curbside pick-up
Stage 3 - Shop by appointment
Stage 4 - Gradual store by store
Visual merchandising – consider placement of inventory, furniture, shelving and displays
Smaller store footprints
Product assortment – less in-store, more online
Approaches to forecasting in times of uncertainty and decreased demand
Returns Management (instore and online) – new processes (specific days and times)
Payment methods - Will cash be allowed? Or only tap & credit card payments?
Leverage Loyalty cards - swiping?
Create a social presence – build a network of loyal followers/customers
Demonstrate cleanliness and commitment to the well-being or store associates and customers
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ACCEO Smart Vendor is committed to providing resources to help you, and your
business navigate through this period of uncertainty.

We are all in this together and we are here to help guide you as best as we can. We
invite you to stay in contact with us and are available at +1 800-561-0500 or book an
appointment at smartvendor.ca. For more COVID-19 support and resources, please
visit smartvendor.acceo.com/covidsupportkit

